Results of the award of the auction of the second stage of the program for
the disposal of the shares owed by Grupo Energía Bogotá S.A. E.S.P. in
Interconexión Eléctrica S.A. ESP -ISA.

Bogotá D.C, December 18, 2017. Grupo Energía Bogotá S.A. E.S.P. “GEB”
(formerly Empresa de Energía de Bogotá S.A. E.S.P.), informs the results of the
award of the auction of the second stage of the program for the disposal of the
shares owed by GEB in Interconexión Eléctrica S.A. ESP -ISA.
The auction was held on December 18, 2017 between 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m.
through the negotiation methodology of break-even price and through an
independent instrument within a round of share counting in the XSTREAM
negotiation system of the Bolsa de Valores de Colombia S.A. (“BVC”). (“BVC”)
under the type SUISA. The award was conducted by BVC, with the following results:
Award Results
Number of shares offered

18.448.050

Minimum price for the second stage

COP$ 14.000

Break-even price of the auction

COP$ 14.000

Amount of shares awarded at a
break-even price

15.740.101

Total amount awarded
Compliance Date

COP$ 220.361.414.000
December 21, 2017

The total shares awarded corresponds to 85.3% of the package offered and
responds to the market interest in this share portfolio, a volume that exceeds what
was transacted in the ordinary rounds in the secondary market.
About Grupo Energía Bogotá
Grupo Energía Bogotá (GEB) is a joint stock company, listed in the Stock Exchange
Market of Colombia, which main corporate purpose is the generation, transmission,
distribution and commercialization of energy, gas and liquid fuels in all of their forms.

Currently, Grupo Energía Bogotá is the main Multi-Latin electric energy and natural
gas company of the region with presence in Colombia, Peru, Guatemala and Brazil.
EEB acts like a "strategic connector", focusing in three Business Groups:
- Urban Energy Solutions, which seeks to develop and operate the necessary
infrastructure to meet the demand of electric energy and natural gas of large
cities.
- Interconnection for Market Development, is a line of business responsible for
connecting sources of energy generation with mega consumption centers and
large users; and
- Low Emission Generation that seeks new opportunities in renewable energy in
countries that are undergoing the transition of the energy matrix to this source
of sustainable generation and low emission.
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